
 

JMACro is a simple macro recorder which allows you to record and edit simple, repeatable, user-defined macros without the need of an editor. KEYMACRO is a simple macro recorder and editor for Windows and is designed to be easy to use. You can easily record your most frequently used keyboard combinations and easily edit them later. If you find yourself typing the same sequence of
keyboard combinations multiple times throughout a working day, JMACro will allow you to save those sequences into macros so you don't have to type them ever again. If you have a complicated keyboard layout, you can save common keyboard combinations as macros into your own keyboard layout file. If you've ever wondered whether the keyboard combination you're about to use is
already recorded as a macro or not, you can be assured that your computer's keyboard log will help. With this feature you can use JMACro to view the macros that have been recorded in the past, to see if any of them can be reused. Now you can also record macro definitions in the form of short strings of text. You can then quickly and easily add those macros to the macro list by simply
pasting them in the box below the list. And just like the keyboard log, if a macro definition is already in the macro list, it will be highlighted and its string of text will be bolded. If there is already a macro definition for a certain keyboard sequence, it will be listed as 'already defined'. Let's start recording! JMACro includes a variety of useful utilities and features for recording macros such as:
* Search and Replace * Search and Replace - by character * Search and Replace - by word * Long Jump * Short Jump * Input * Output * Text Selection * Jump to Selection * Repeat * Repeat the last command * Repeat the last command - up to n times * Repeat the last command - up to n times and stop at a given location * Record a macro - up to n times * Record a macro - up to n times
and stop at a given location * Log - note all macros used * Reverse - record macros in reverse * Stop when out of the target * Split a Macro string * Split a Macro string - to a certain length * Stop when out of the target - by words * Stop when out of the target - by character * Stop when out of the target - by character and stop at a given position * Stop when 70238732e0
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Send an email from any program More accurate emails because it correctly interprets data and emoticons KEYMACRO Description: Use the keyboard shortcuts for all Windows functions Simplify common tasks using easy-to-remember keyboard shortcuts KEYMACRO Description: Customizable keyboard shortcuts for Windows Use the keyboard shortcuts of your choice, even though
they're not defined by the program KEYMACRO Description: No software for installation Convert JPG to GIF or PNG (JNPG to PNG) A quick and easy tool to convert JPG to PNG About jpngen.com From the time I got my digital camera, I kept on searching for a tool that would convert JPG to PNG. After trying different ways, I realized that I didn't need to look elsewhere any longer.
For years, I used to convert JPG to GIF, but the reason I gave up on that was that GIF is significantly smaller than PNG. So, I searched for a tool that would allow me to convert JPG to PNG or GIF. It seemed a bit too much to look for such a tool, until I discovered a promising tool named jpngen.com. It would convert JPG to PNG without any limits. The process of converting JPG to PNG
with this tool is simple and does not require any software to be downloaded. You just need to provide the JPG file to the software, and it will do the rest of the work. The software allows you to choose the JPG quality, the output folder and the output format. You may even use the program to convert JPG to GIF if you want. The process is fast and works on both Windows and Mac. The
output is remarkably good, which is why it's been widely used by the professional graphic designers. Description JNPG is a JPEG image converter, which can convert JPG to PNG/PNG/GIF. The JPG to PNG tool can convert JPG files to PNG and GIF. It can also convert JPG files to JPEG. You can easily convert JPG files to PNG, GIF, JPG, or GIF (JNPG to PNG) with no loss of quality.
The use of JNPG is for personal use only and is not available for commercial or business usage. Why you should use jpngen.com? You can convert JPG to PNG without any limits. The conversion process is fast and easy to use. It works on both Windows and Mac
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